Awards of CIACA

∞ The Phoenix Diploma
∞ The Phoenix Group Diploma
∞ The Henri Mignet Diploma

Phoenix Diploma

∞ Phoenix Diploma
∞ 1 nomination:

Renzo Catellani, Italy: Macchi MB-326
∞ This military trainer is a complex aircraft and its restoration required a big effort and several competencies. It is an important contribution to preserving aviation history not only in Italy.

Henri Mignet Diploma

∞ Henri Mignet Diploma
∞ 1 nomination: Eric Raymond, Slovenia: Sun Seeker Duo
∞ It is the first 2-seater solar powered aircraft in the world and the delegates voted to award the Henri Mignet Diploma to Eric Raymond.

∞ Green Experimental Aircraft

Promoting Ecology

∞ Electric Aircraft
∞ Hydrogène
∞ Hybrid
∞ “Green” Engines
Solar Impulse SC13
Sporting Code 13

Sporting Code 13 is developed and approved with NAC’s, Sport Directors, FAI CIACA Observers and Solar Impulse Engineers and is already in operation as you can see at the pictures.

∞ 8 legs
∞ 7 countries
∞ 20,000 kilometers
∞ 10 FAI World Records
∞ 255 flight hours
∞ CIACA → Ecology
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We are in Hawaii
After the first ever scenario crossing by a solar airplane and record breaking flight from Japan to Hawaii, the second half of the RTW is underway April 2016 due to damaged Batteries

From Chongqing → Nanjing
From Nanjing → Nagoya
From Nagoya → Hawaii
And the Next Leg is Phoenix

World Air Games

Present:
∞ Gyrocopter Magni
∞ Votec 351
∞ Children Programm: Building Airplanes

Cooperation

EFLEVA
European Federation of Light, Experimental and Vintage Aircraft

∞ Gyrocopter Magni
∞ Gyrocopters are, similar to helicopters, a very attractive Aircraft of latest technology.
∞ They are still under constant development and are an Eye catcher for the public.

Political Fédération
∞ 16 Associations

∞ EASA Regulations
∞ ECAC Border crossing
∞ EAS Partner-Member

Spreading our wings together!
Our thanks go to:
Our Partners at FAI Lausanne
Our Executive Board
and to YOU for contributing to our success

Our Partners at FAI Lausanne
Our Executive Board
and to YOU for contributing to our success

Date and place of next meeting
FAI CIACA 41st AGM meeting
Friedrichshafen Spring 2016

Votec 351 – High Performance Aerobatic
Experimental Aircraft Constructor: Max Vogelsang
The latest development from the MSW-Experimental Building Team is a uncompromisingly built one seated Competition Aerobatic Aircraft with 350hp and a total weight of 580kg only.

All earlier experiences with building the Votec 322 have been transferred to this outstanding aircraft and straight 1500h of Aerobatic competition flying have been integrated into Votec 351.

Wingspan 7.30m Length 6.50m Empty Weight 630kg
Load factor +/- 10g Top speed 400km/h
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Phoenix Group Diploma
Phoenix Group Diploma
1 nomination : Aero Club France : Replica AVIA 152

No original remains of this single seater which is derived from the German Zoegling. However, the original drawings were available which allowed this beautiful replica to be built for the Angers Regional Aeronautical Museum. The delegates voted unanimously to award the Phoenix Group Diploma to the Aero Club France.